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ABSTRACT
UMAE (Uncertainty Methodology based on Accuracy Extrapolation) is a methodology developed to

calculate the uncertainties related to thermal-hydraulic code results in Nuclear Power Plant transient analyses.
The use of the methodology has shown the need of specific analytical tools to simplify some steps of its
application and making clearer individual procedures adopted in the development.

Three of these have been recently completed and are illustrated in this paper.
The first one makes it possible to attribute "weight factors" to the experimental Integral Test Facilities;

results are also shown. The second one deals with the calculation of the accuracy of a code result. The concerned
computer program makes a comparison between experimental and calculated trends of any quantity and gives as
output the accuracy of the calculation.

The third one consists in a computer program suitable to get continuous uncertainty bands from single
valued points.

1 - INTRODUCTION
Evaluating nuclear power plant performance during transient conditions has been the main issue of

safety researches in the thermalhydraulic area carried out all over the world since the beginning of the
exploitation of nuclear energy for producing electricity in the 50's, e.g. State of the Art Report by CSN1 and
Compendium of ECCS Researches by US NRC, both issued in 1989 [refs. 1, 2]. A huge amount of experimental
data has been made available from very simple loops (Basic Test Facilities and Separate Effect Test Facilities)
and from very complex Integral Test Facilities simulating all the relevant parts of a Light Water Reactor. On the
other hand, sophisticated computer codes like Athlet, Cathare, Relap and Trac have been developed in Europe
and United States and are widely in use at present. These are able to calculate time trends of any interesting
quantity during any transient in LWRs with assigned boundary and initial conditions. The reliability of the
predictions cannot be directly assessed owing to the lack of suitable measurements in the plants. So, the
capabilities of the codes can be evaluated only from the comparison between calculation results and
experimental data recorded in small scale facilities. In order to evaluate the applicability of a code in predicting a
plant situation, one must be sure, at least, that the experimental data used for qualifying the codes are
representative of phenomena expected in the plant and, subsequently, that codes are able to reproduce
qualitatively and quantitatively these data [refs. 3,4]. The (unknown) error made in predicting plant behaviour is
called uncertainty, while the discrepancies between measured and calculated trends related to experimental
facilities, are included in the accuracy of the prediction.

The methodology here proposed, aims at evaluating uncertainty from accuracy data. The purpose of this
paper is to show some general features of the UMAE (Uncertainty Methodology based on Accuracy
Extrapolation) already discussed in ref. 5, giving emphasis to the description of three procedures relevant to the
development or the application of methodology.

2 - OUTLINE OF UMAE
The use of calculated and measured data related to counterpart and similar tests, especially with the help

of the code, directly led to the achievement of quantities connected with the uncertainty. "Dispersion bands" and
"extrapolated" plant behaviour were previously defined and evaluated [ref. 5]. The UMAE procedure aims at
calculating the uncertainty and, although making use of the same above mentioned data base, involves the
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rationalisation of the various steps including the use of statistic in order to avoid or minimise the expert
judgement at the various levels. Generic experiments in integral facilities and related calculations other than
counterpart and similar tests, can be processed by the UMAE, provided the availability of data base related to a
reasonable set of individual phenomena that envelope the key phenomena foreseeable in the selected plant
scenario. A simplified flow diagram of the UMAE is reported in Fig.l.
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Fig. 1: Simplified scheme of UMAE methodology

The way pursued to evaluate the data base and the conditions to extrapolate the accuracy are
synthesised hereafter.

Evaluation of the Specific Data Base: the specific data base is constituted by the signals recorded during
the considered experiments and by the results of the code calculations. Each test scenario (measured or
calculated) should be divided into "Phenomenological Windows" (ph.w) [ref. 1]. In each ph.w. "Key
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Phenomena" (K.Ph) and "Relevant Thermalhydraulic Aspects" (RTA) must be identified. K.Ph characterise the
different classes (e.g. small break LOCA, large break LOCA, etc.) of transients, and RTA are specific of the
assigned one; K.Ph are always applicable; the definition of RTA for small break LOCA in PWR has been done
in ref. 6. K.Ph and RTA qualitatively identify the assigned transient; in order to get quantitative information,
each RTA must be characterised by "Single Valued Parameters" (SVP, e.g. minimum level in the core), "Non-
Dimensional Parameters" (NDP, e.g. Froude number in hot leg at the beginning of reflux condensation), "Time
Sequence of Events" (TSE, e.g. time when dryout occurs) and "Integral Parameters" (IPA, e.g. integral or
average value of break flowrate during subcooled blowdown).

Accuracy Extrapolation (block "1"): if the following conditions are fulfilled, accuracy in predicting
SVP, NDP, IPA and TSE can be extrapolated [ref. 7]:

the design scaling factors of the involved facilities are suitable;
the test design scaling factors of the involved experiments are suitable;
the experimental data base is qualified;
the nodalizations and the related users are qualified;
RTA are the same in the considered experiments if counterpart or similar tests are involved; otherwise, the
same RTA can be identified in different experiments;
RTA are well predicted by the code at a qualitative and a quantitative level;
RTA are the same in the plant calculation "facility Kv scaled" and in the experiments; parameters ranges
(SVP, NDP, TSE and IPA), properly scaled, are also the same; this must be interpreted in different ways
depending upon the availability of counterpart tests;
in the plant calculation "realistic conditions" ph.w and K.Ph are the same as in the considered experiments;
SVP, NDP, TSE and IPA may be different: reasons for this are understood.

The extrapolation of accuracy is achieved with reference to the above mentioned parameters through the
use of the statistics [ref. 8]. The measured and calculated values of SVP, NDP, TSE and IPA are assumed that
they are randomly distributed around the unity value. This is also justified by the huge number of variables
affecting the considered ratios. In this way "mean accuracy" and "95th percentile accuracy" are derived that are
applicable to the plant calculation. The measurement errors, the unavoidable scaling distortions and the
dimensions of the facility are directly considered.

It should be noted that only one calculation, performed with a qualified Analytical Simulation Model
(ASM in Fig. 1), is necessary to get the reference plant scenario. The ASM is qualified in the frame of the block
"k" of Fig. 1; the final part of the qualification process essentially derives from comparing RTA of the plant
calculation with those obtained in the experimental facilities during the same accident situations. Qualitative and
quantitative accuracy evaluation steps are used in this frame [refs. 9 and 10]; the "extrapolated accuracy" values
are superimposed to the reference plant trends to get the final value of uncertainty [ref. 11].

3 - DESCRIPTION OF IDIVIDUAL PROCEDURES
The simplified diagram of Fig. 1 gives an idea of the complexity of the methodology and of the number

of logical processes, assumptions, procedures and data bases necessary for the application of UMAE.
As already mentioned, this is outlined in refs. 12 and 13; the final report documenting the entire

activity has been issued and includes all the details of the development and the application of the methodology
[ref. 14]. In addition several papers have been produced describing separately procedures or data base relevant to
the UMAE (e.g. refs. 8, 15). A synthesis of procedures and data set relevant to UMAE application or
development can be seen in Tabs. 1 and 2.

The purpose of the present paper is to finalise the description of three individual procedures respectively
relevant to:

• Processing of data set no. 1 in Tab. 1;
• Derivation of Accuracy data Finalised to the Extrapolation (item 11 in Tab. 2);
• Derivation of continuous uncertainty bands (item 14 in Tab. 2);

3.1 - FACILITIES WEIGHT FACTORS RELATED TO GEOMETRICAL DISTORSION
A weight was introduced to take into account that larger facilities are more suitable for simulating the plant

behaviour. The weights were derived from an analysis of the main scaling distortions between the facilities and
the plant starting from a group of 6 parameters defined in ref. 14, only the following ones are used to determine
the weights:

• non-active structures surface/core power (parameter 1);
• core active heat transfer area/core power (parameter 2);
• U-tubes active surface/core power (parameter 3).
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No

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Data set identification

Geometric and material data related to ITF hardware *

Initial conditions related to ITF experiment *

Initial conditions, imposed time sequence ofeven\s and boundary
conditions related to ITF experiment *
Initial conditions, imposed time sequence of events and boundary
conditions related to ITF experiment

Geometric and material data related to NPP hardware

Initial conditions related to NPP transient 'steady-state' +

Imposed time sequence of events and boundary conditions

Objectives, number of data sets

- nodalisation development +
— at least three
- nod. qualification 'steady-state' +
- one per each facility
- nod. qualification 'transient level' +
- one per each facility
- calc. acceptability, FFT +
- accuracy derivation, AFE +
- at least three similar tests in each application
- nodalisation development +

— nod. qualification

- nod. qualification related to NPP 'transient level' +
- transient

* data set to be used only once, provided the adopted code version and the nodalisation remain unchanged
+ UMAE derived data set

Tab. 1 - List of input data sets for UMAE.

No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

g

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

Procedure/Logical processes

Selection of NPP

Selection of the reference NPP transient

Selection of the ITF

Nodalisation development NPP and ITF

Nodalisation qualification at 'steady state' level NPP and ITF

Nodalisation qualification at 'on-transient' level NPP and ITF
Selection of ITF experiments and demonstration of similarity with reference NPP
transient

7a Derivation of RTA from 1TF and NPP data

Execution of ITF or NPP related calculations (reference)

Demonstration of similarity at

9a Qualitative level

9b Quantitative level

Demonstration of ITF calculation acceptability at

10a Qualitative level

10b Quantitative level

Derivation of Accuracy data finalised to the extrapolation

Use of the ASM and achievement of reference NPP calculation including

12a Check of existence and consistency of RTA

Use of the statistical method

Derivation of continuous uncertainty bands

Introduction of biases if necessary

Interpretation of uncertainty results

Existence of
software

No

No

No

No

Y(TC)

Y (FFTBM)

Y (FFTBM)

No

No

No

Y(°XFFTBM)

No

Y(°)(FFTBM)

Y(AFE)

No

N O
Y (DAST)

Y (UBEP)

No

No

Responsible
for the

actuation

* or LBS

* or LBS

LA

LA

LB

LB

LB

LB

LA

LB

LB

LB

LB

LA

LB

LA

LA

LA

LBS

• or LBS

Involved
data bases

(Nos.)A

5

6

1

155
2 6 §

3 7 §

4

3 4 7 §

§

§

§

§

§

§

§

§

-

-

-
v Nos. from Tab. 1 • Experienced scientist/technician, not necessarily involved with UMAE.
+ Related to the user qualification level. Obviously, a higher level is acceptable too. § A data base is produced.
(°) Possible stop of the process. FFTBM Fast Fourier Transform Based Method DAST Data Statistical extrapolation
LA: user with at least 2 years experience, LB user with at least 2-5 years experience, LBS: user with at last 5-12 years experience [ref. 14].

Tab. 2 - Procedures and logical processes part of the UMAE.

An index (Q) of the importance of the data base deriving from tests performed in a facility, suitable for
uncertainty calculation purposes, is given by the sum of the three above parameters; the NPP index, calculated as
the average value of a 4-loop and of a 2-loop plant, and indexes for the LSTF, BETHSY, SPES and LOBI
facilities are given in Tab. 3, together with the needed data to calculate the parameters.

The weight (P;) is the ratio between the indexes related to the NPP, and to the facility; this leads to the
values given in Tab. 4. A comparison with weights proposed in ref. 8 is also reported.

In the end the weight values are reported in the plane Pi vs. 1/KV (Kv is the volumetric scale factor of the
facility) ; a linear trend is drown based on obtained P; (Fig. 2). Using this line it is possible to obtain the Pj by
interpolation, for a facility characterised by a Kv. The function describing Pj is:

R = -5 1(T4/: +0.7123
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Facility or Plant

NPP 41oop
NPP 21oop

LSTF

BETHSY

SPES

LOBI

PO

Nominal Power
(Mw)

3000°

71.3*

27.7*

6.4

5.4

PI

Non Active Structures
Area (m2)

3500°

272

211

71

86

P2

Core Active Heat
Transfer Surface (m2)

5500°

110

46

10

8

P3

U-tubes Heat Transfer
Surface (m2)

17250°

447

138

35

31

(Pl+P2+P3)/P0

Index Q

8.7

11.6

14.3

18.1

22.9

1 average value * ideal value

Tab. 3 - Calculated values for index Q

Facility

LSTF

BETHSY

SPES

LOBI

Actual Values

p UNPP

o
*£• Facility0.75

0.61

0.47

0.38

Old Values [ref. 8]
(corresponding quantity)

32% (0.75)

28% (0.64)

22% (0.50)

15% (0.36)

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

•

•

• Pi

Pi Linear
Trend

200 400 600 800

Tab. 4 - Facilities surface distortion weights. Fig. 2 - Pi vs. 1/KV plane

3.2 - AFE: ACCURACY FINALISED TO EXTRAPOLATION
Accuracy is generically defined as the difference between experimental and calculated results of a given

test (e.g. simulating a NPP transient).
Starting from this it is possible to get out different definitions of accuracy. Different uses by UMAE are

reported in see Tab.5:
• qualitative accuracy : used for similarity demonstration, acceptability of facilities, of experiments and of

calculations, and nodalization qualification through the following steps:
• application of Key Phenomena (K. Ph.)
• Relevant Thermalhydraulic Aspects (RTA) existence;
• use of parameters identifying RTA;

• quantitative accuracy:
• FFT accuracy finalized to calculation acceptability [ref. 15];
• accuracy finalized to uncertainty extrapolation (present paper).

With reference to accuracy finalized to uncertainty extrapolation, a computer tool has been realized to
derive accuracy results. This tool, called Accuracy Finalized to Extrapolation (AFE) [ref. 18], calculates the
accuracy, starting from data related to a generic quantity trend recorded during any experiment and the related
calculation results.

AFE description
The accuracy is evaluated by comparing quantities evolving in the time domain; therefore, it is possible

to consider accuracy as combination of two components (Fig. 2a):
• time accuracy: error derived by a time shift of the considered trends (not including therefore differences

in the value of the considered quantities)
• quantity accuracy: error derived by a different value of the considered quantities (not including therefore

consideration of time events).

These two parts of the accuracy can be calculated separately and then combined to form the total
accuracy. In order to perform accuracy evaluation, it is necessary to identify time occurrences of selected
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transient events; time points subdivide (experiment and calculation) quantities trends into intervals
(phenomenological windows, ph. w.). Accuracy quantification is meaningful for uncertainty extrapolation only if
the same (experiment and calculation) ph. w. are compared.

Type

Qualitative

Qualitative

Qualitative

Quantitative

Quantitative

Identification
method

Use of K. Ph.

RTA first step

RTA second step

FFT

AFE

Involved parameters

K. Ph.

RTA

• TSE
• IPA
• SVP
• NPA

More than 20 significant
trends

• Primary side pressure
• Primary side inventory
• Core rods superficial

temperature

Step in UMAE (see
Fig. 1)

Block 'd'

• Block 'd'

• Block ' f

• Blocks 'g' and
'k'

As above

Block T

Block T

Finalisation

• Acceptability of
facilities

• Acceptability of
experiments

• Acceptability of
calculation

• Similarity between
experiments DB

• Similarity between
calculated and
experimental DB

» Nodalization (ITF
and ASM)
qualification

As above

Calculation acceptability

Accuracy extrapolation

Acceptability criteria

Correspondence
(existence in both
involved DB) and

• Excellent
• Reasonable
• Minimum
• Unsatisfactory

Correspondence
(existence in both

involved DB)

• Excellent
• Reasonable
• Minimum
• Unsatisfactory

AA<0.4
AAp<0.1

Involved DB
acceptability from

previous method point of
view

Tab. 5: Accuracy concept in UMAE methodology

Within the ph. w. time points are selected; the quantity accuracy is evaluated by the following formula

Y
Accuracy = | 1 | (1)

[ref. 8]:
where Ye and Yc are experimental and calculated quantities values evaluated in the respective

corresponding time points.
Time accuracy, within time intervals, is evaluated by a linear interpolation between the time accuracy

values in the extremes of the ph. w..
Measures of quantity and time accuracy are achieved by equation (1)
The ph. w. are identified by considering the following selected events, where they exist:

• Steam generators SRV operation (as above);
Test start; " ECCS (Accumulators, LPIS, HPIS) start and

" SCRAM; end of liquid delivery;
• MSL valves operation (closure, • Dry out occurrence (at 2/3 of the active fuel

opening); height);
• MFW operation (closure, opening); • PCT event (at 2/3 of the active fuel height);
• Pumps trip and coast down limits; • Rewetting occurrence (at 2/3 of the active fuel
• Blow down in saturation condition; height);
• Pressurizer PORV actuation (start and • Actuation of relevant ESF (PRZ heaters,

end of cycling); CVCS, RHR, etc.)
• Test end.

ATWS events may require additional events. This information integrates the information in ref. 12.

An application of AFE was performed. The SP-SB-04 test [ref. 16] was considered. The ph. w.
(phenomenological windows) for this application are reported in Tab. 6. The results are related to core cladding
temperature at 2/3 of fuel active height (Fig. 3); this figure reports the experimental time trend and the related
quantitative accuracy are shown. Time error | Ye-Yc | is considered always increasing; so, only the full line must
be taken into consideration in Fig. 4. The adopted number of points, for each ph. w. In relation to which
quantitative accuracy is evaluated, can be seen in Tab. 7.
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Event
Test initial

SCRAM

Blow down in saturation condition

Accumulators injection start

Accumulators injection stop

2/3 core height dry out

LP1S injection start

2/3 core height PCT

2/3 core height rewetting

Test end

Experimental time occurrence
0.

7.5

16.

334.

978.

1365.

1468.

1481.

1493.

1600.

Calculated time occurrence
0.

7.5

16.

332.

838.

1372.

1465.

1474.

1494.

1601.

Phenomenological Windows
I

II

111

IV

V

VI

VII

IIX

IX

Tab. 6: Time intervals for SP-SB-04 test accuracy calculation.

Transient duration
(physical time)

(s)
0-100

0-1000

0-10000

>10000

Intervals
(s)

0-100
0-100

100-1000
0-100

100-1000
1000-10000

0-100
100-1000

1000-10000
>10000

Time step
(s)

1.
1.
2.
1.
2.
5.
1.
2.
5.
10.

Tab. 7 - Considered time steps

g580
s
3
%

£530 •

2/3 H. Core Cladding Temp. (K)

- - 2/3 H. Core Cladding Temp. Accuracy 0.07

0.06

+ 0.05 |

0.04 §

0.03

0.02

0.01

0

Tima(s)

Fig. 3: Core cladding temperature at 2/3 active
fuel height and related quantity accuracy

Time Accuracy {with error
compensation)
Time Accuracy actual /
(used) /

Time (s)

Fig. 4: Time accuracy

3.3 - UBEP: UNCERTAINTY BANDS FOR THE EXTRAPOLATION PROCESS
The program UBEP (Uncertainty Bands for the Extrapolation Process) [ref 19] has been realized to

achieve continuous uncertainty bands for a NPP transient calculation result. This is designed to be an automatic
process, so the requested user intervention is minimum.
The UBEP program reads the calculated results (ASM calculation results in the UMAE nomenclature) and
uncertainty data coming from the accuracy extrapolation process. In the frame of CIAU the uncertainty data are
part of the Accuracy Matrix and of the Time Vector [refs. 15 and 17]. The transposition from single value points
(i.e. matrix and vector data) to continuous bands has been achieved assuming that each point lies
within a rectangle having edges dimension corresponding to the available point uncertainty values (Fig. 5).

Four uncertainty curves are obtained directly: the upper and lower bounding curves referred to the
quantitative uncertainty, and the upper and lower bounding curves referred to the time uncertainty. At the end of
the process, upper and lower bounding curves are derived.
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a

a

QA: quantity uncertainty
TA: time uncertainty

Time

Fig. 5 - Time and quantity uncertainty combination

The input information for UBEP program is constituted by the output of ASM (item from a to d) and by
the uncertainty matrix and time uncertainty vector (items e and f):
a) 6 quantities (primary side pressure, primary system mass inventory, secondary side pressure, core rod clad

temperature, core power and downcomer steam generator level) to identify hypercubes (intervals in the
multidimensional space identified by the six selected quantities [ref. 17]) and quantity accuracy;

b) 3 quantities (primary side pressure, primary system mass inventory and core rod clad temperature) in
relation to which uncertainty bands must be calculated;

c) time progress of the transient to identify time error;
d) PCT (peak clad temperature) time of occurrence and value.
e) Accuracy Matrix: it contains the values of quantitative uncertainties of the considered parameters (primary

side pressure, primary system mass inventory, and core rod clad temperature) inside each hypercube;
f) Time Accuracy Vector: it contains the values of time uncertainty inside each time block.

An example of UBEP application can be seen in Figs 6 to 7: SP-SB-04 test results [ref. 16] are reported
for the core rod clad temperature and primary side pressure together with the related uncertainty bands.
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Fig. 7 - SP-SB-04 test, core rod clad
temperature and uncertainty bands

Fig. 8 - Primary side pressure and uncertainty bands
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CONCLUSION
The activity documented in this paper deals with three procedures related to the UMAE methodology.
The concerned quantities request can be calculated univocally by any user of uncertainty methodology.
Related to the first procedures (weight factors for the facilities), a formula that links factors of

importance of the facility to the volumetric scaling has been derived.
The second one (AFE) introduces a method to quantify the code accuracy, suitable for extrapolation.
The third procedure (UBEP), having the time trend of a quantity calculated by the code (e.g. the

reference calculation for a nuclear plant) allows the calculation of the continuous upper and lower uncertainty
bands for the selected quantities.

The last two procedures have been developed to accomplish also the objective of the Code with
capability of Internal Assessment of Uncertainty (CIAU methodology ref. 17).
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